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Abstract. An education material for training regarding robot literacy
has been developed. Robot literacy means an ability to have appropriate
relationships with intelligent robots. It can be considered as a kind of
media literacy because robots can transmit the designers’ intentions to
the users. People who were born on and after the Internet appearance
called “digital natives.” They have novel moral values and behave differ-
ent way from old generation people in the Internet societies. These facts
cause several troubles between the two generations. Thus, the necessity
for media literacy education has increased. These days, as same as the
Internet technologies, robotics technologies are also advancing rapidly. It
is forecasted that the people who is growing on and after home robots
have become popular, “robot native,” will appear. As same as media lit-
eracy education, robot literacy education for robot native also ought to
become important in the future. In this paper, a card game as a robot lit-
eracy education material for elementary/junior hi schoolers’ is proposed.
The players can learn critical thinking for home appliance robots during
enjoying the game.

1 Introduction

Several practical home appliance robots, such as nursing-care robots, living as-
sistance robots, etc. have been developed, and a life with home robots has got
a grip on reality. It is easy to assume that our life will change significantly by
introducing such new technology home robots. However, actual effects of such
robots on our life are still unclear. Stories of “life with robots” always have been
told from developers’ viewpoints. The stories were created based on the devel-
opers’ assumptions and wishful thinkings. However, the actual stories of our life
after introducing such home appliance robots have not been known yet. Hence,
we have to discuss about the change of our life from the viewpoint of potential
users in order to get ready for facing unprecedented situation, living with home
robots.

Looking back at history, dissociation of consciousness between different gener-
ations was accelerated by appearing new technology media. One of the reason is
that they understand a medium with different ways. In other words, people who
belongs to one generation understands mechanisms of a medium through expe-
rience of the evolution process, and the people who belongs another generation
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accepts the medium as a black-box system because they faced with the medium
as a mature system when they were in childhood. Because of the difference, their
behaviors with a medium are also different. The differences could be a reason of
dissociation of consciousness between different the generations.

Current practical home robots, e.g. Sony AIBO and iRobot Roomba, can
be distinguished as machines at a single glance. In addition, their functions
and purposes can be estimated easily from their appearances. So the users can
operate them appropriate ways which are supposed by the designers. Natural
communication ability with human is also studied [1] as well as their mechanisms
and functions. Unfortunately, the attempts have not achieved yet. Thus, when
we show a robots, we never think that it is a human being. However in a station
in which there are super real humanoid which cannot be distinguished as a robot
easily. They can communicate with us naturally like a human. Does a person who
is living with such a robot from an early age can consider it as just a machine?

The authors have proposed an educational concept of “robot literacy” for such
generation students [2]. Robot literacy means an ability which required when we
live with home robots. In this paper, a card game as a robot literacy education
material is proposed. The card game has been developed by using a method
which is developed for creating training games for office workers. The players
can improve their critical thinking for home appliance robots during enjoying
the game.

2 Robot Literacy

2.1 What Is Robot Literacy?

People who is immersed in digital communication technologies, e.g. cellular
phone and the Internet in their childhood called digital native [3, 4]. They was
born after the end of the 20th century, and nowadays they are advancing into
the society. Meanwhile, the people who was born before the end of the 20th
century are called digital immigrates. While digital immigrate considers the new
technology media as extension of traditional media such as telephone, television
and newspaper, digital native considers them as quit novel tools because they
did not experience the evolutional process.

Digital natives use the Internet naturally as if using water and air. They are
living in the new societies generated by the new technology media, and they
have new sense of values for the relationships in the societies. They easily make
connection with others by using relationships in the Internet and create new
business and organization [5]. It has been pointed out that they think informa-
tion always exists in the Internet and it is free, they do not distinguish their
relationship in the Internet from the relationship in real-societies, they are not
interested in the age and title of others. These characteristics very often cause
the trouble with digital immigrate people.

Similarly, it is expected to appear “robot native” in the near future because
symbiosis with home robots has became more likely. Figure 1 shows the rela-
tionships between time line and conceptual model of digital immigrate, digital
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Time line
Appearing the Internet Appearing home roblot

Digital immigration 

Digital native 

Robot native
Home robot is available 
from an early age

The Internet is available 
from an early age

They have experiments
a life without the Internet

Present

Black box

Black box

Fig. 1. Relationship between appearance of new technology media and the users’ con-
ceptual models

native and robot native. The square boxes in the figure show a conceptual model
of a technology. As shown in this figure, new concept models are created always
based on old conceptual models. Thus we cannot understand the mechanism of
a new coming technology without learning. Otherwise, we only can accept the
technology as just a black-box system.

Unlike information media on the Internet, robot has physical structure and
physical interface. Thus same effects on the users are bigger than the Internet
cases. In addition, if it is used improper ways, it should cause serious damages on
the operator. Thats are why that the literacy education for the home appliance
robot users is important.

2.2 Robot Literacy Education Model

Figure 2 (left) illustrates idea of media literacy education model developed by
Suzuki [6]. In this model, the domains of media which should be learned are rep-
resented. This model consists of three domains, text, audience and production,
and each domain includes several elements. For instance, text domain includes
story, genre, concept etc., audience domain includes culture, gender, education,
etc., and production domain includes technology, law, management, etc.

The authors have proposed a robot literacy education model based on the
media literacy education model as shown in Fig. 2 (right). This model also
consists three domains corresponding the three domains in the media literacy
education model, service, user and production. Each domain has several elements
as shown in the following table.
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Fig. 2.Media literacy education model (left) and robot literacy education model (right)

Service Purpose, code, motion, design concept, etc.
User Culture, gender, generation, education, experience, etc.

Production Technology, management, distribution, regulation, law, etc.

The authoers have developed a game for learning production domain because
it is the most difficult domain to image for higher-grade elementary schoolers
and junior high-schoolers.

3 Developing an Education Material

3.1 Transformation Modeling Protocol

Transformation modeling protocol [7] is a method for developing education game
which is used in in-house training programs. The process of developing a game
with this method is shown in following list:

1. The stories which should be taught for the leaners are described.
2. Subjects, variables, actions are extracted from the stories. If an action is

stochastic, the probability is also defined.
3. The structures of subjects, variables, and actions are described as a class

diagram, a state machine diagram, a sequence diagram, and a flow chart.
4. The structures of subjects are translated into a card game model.
5. Rules of the card game are generated in accordance with the above card

game model.

3.2 Game Desgin

A card game as an education material for robot literacy has been developed by
using transformation modeling protocol method. The basic design of the game
is shown in the this section.
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Fig. 3. Class diagram of an example story

Story
In this game, each player roles a designer of home appliance robots. They belong
to a robot manufacturing company. Their motivation is developing robots which
make profits for their own company. If they success to develop a useful robot for
the targets, they can obtain big benefit. Meanwhile, if their products cause any
trouble, they may be gotten losses.

Items
The following items have been extracted from the above story. The class diagram
which represents a relationship between each item shown in Fig. 3 as a class
diagram.

Subject. ‘Engineer,’ ‘company,’ and ’user’ are included in the game as subjects.
Variable. A robot character is represented with three variables, ‘appearance,’

‘purpose,’ and ‘behavior.’
‘Appearance’ can take an adjective such like cute, cool, casual, formal, etc.
‘Purpose’ can take a noun which represents a purpose of the robot, such as
pet, cleaning, house work, caring, etc.
In ‘behavior’, characteristics of the robot are described. For example, the
following sentences are described in this variable for cooking robot: “Consid-
ering nutritive valve,” “Taking priority to taste,” and “Obey just the user’s
request.”
‘Technical capability’ represents a designer’s ability. Players can improve
their ability to choice “develop” as an action.
‘Vision’ represents the company’s policy for developing products. This pa-
rameter reflect potential users of the company and affects on the relationship
between a type of developed robot and the profits.

Action. Engineers can choice their action from ‘technical research’ or ‘product
development.’ If the engineer choice technical research, ability of the designer
is improved.
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Point Table
Point table shows gains and loses of companies by distributing a robot. A gain or
lose is determined by a combination of vision, appearance, purpose and behavior
mentioned above. For instance, a concierge robot which promotes their own
product usually should bring much benefits for a company which has internet
shopping system, and cute pet robot may cause loses for a company which do
not have many family customers. Such production structures which should be
tough to students have been described and translated to the point table.

4 Rule of the Game

From three to six players and a facilitator are involved in a game. Each player
roles a robot engineer and develops robots for his/her company. Developed robots
are distributed and used in a users’ house. If the robot work effectively, the
company gains rewards, beside the robot occurs a trouble, the company takes
losses. The gains and losses of the company become points of a player who
developed the robots. Thus each player has to consider the suitable design of the
robot in accordance with their main users.

Four types of cards, robot, technology, development and event cards, are used
for the game. The usage of the cards are followings:

Robot card. Each player get a one robot card from the facilitator at the start
of the game. A company name to which the player belongs is described on a
side of the card. A vision of the company also described on same side of the
card. Another side of the card is divided into three area, purpose, appearance
and behavior. A development card, which is described below, is attached on
each area. Examples of robot cards are shown in Fig. 4.

Technology card. Technology card represents the player’s ability to create new
robots. An ability point is shown on the cards. Each player can hold five
development cards, and the summation of the points which indicated on
each card represents the player’s ability. If a player choice “research” for
his/her action, the player can exchange a technology card with another one
in the stack. If the player draw a card with higher point than discarded
one, the player’s ability is improved. Fig.5 shows examples of the technology
cards.

Development card. Development cards are used for developing robots. These
cards are divided into three types, purpose, appearance and behavior. A card
can be attached on the correspond area of robot card. The three elements are
completed, the robot get ready for distribution. The required ability point
to use the element is shown on the cards.
The commodity value of the robot depends on the combination of these three
cards.

Event card. Event cards show the uncertain incidents for the company. It
causes any benefits or losses for the player. The effect of each event depends
on the types of dispatched robots.
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Providing robots for health care.

Life care robot company

Fig. 4. Examples of the robot cards

In the begging of the game, each player get a robot card and five technology
cards, and some development cards from the facilitator. Each player puts them
on the table with face up.

The first player have to decide the action, technical research or product de-
velopment. When the player selects technical research, the player can discard a
technology card, which is not enough for the player, and can draw another one
from the stack. If the player success to draw a card which is better than the
discarded one, the player’s development ability is improved.

Beside, the player selects product development, he/she must show one devel-
opment card in his/her hand and attache it on the his/her robot card. Here,
the player’s ability must be larger then required ability point indicated on the
development card. When the three elements are completed, the robot is dis-
tributed. When a robot is distributed, the player draw one event card, and obey
the instructions.

Then, the player draw a development card from the stack. The next player
do the same way. The first phase finished when all players done above steps,
and it moves to the next phase. After each phase the facilitator calculates gains
and loses of each player in accordance with the point table. After 10 phases, the
player who got the most points is declared as the winner.
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Fig. 5. Examples of the technology cards

By use of this card, your robot 
has a function of cleaning. 

Your robot is endowed with 
formal appearance by using 
this card. 

Your robot can do flexible 
behavior by use of this card. 

By use of this card, your robot 
has a function of caring. 

Your robot is endowed with 
cool appearance by using 
this card. 

By use of this card, your robot 
acts so that it may 
contribute to your health. 

Fig. 6. Examples of the development cards
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Traffic jam has been occurred 
because of heavy snow.

Your products have made big 
sales.

A recall problem has occurred 
on your product. 

Fig. 7. Examples of the event cards

5 Conclusion

Robot literacy is a new educational concept for home appliance robot ages. In
robot literacy education, thinking home robot critically is requested.

In this paper, a card game as a robot literacy education material has been
proposed. This game have been developed by using transformation modeling
protocol method. The players can learn production system of home appliance
robot and can improve their critical thinking abilities effectively during enjoying
the game.

The education of robot literacy is very difficult because the actual situations
with home appliance robots have not been revealed yet. Game material such as
the proposed one is one of the possible solutions for the situation, because the
players can consider several possibilities of that.

The game has developed for learning the production domain of robot literacy
education model. Of course, games for the other domains also can be developed
with the same method.
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